Let's Make The Water Turn Black - 8 String

Frank Zappa
Arranged by Eric Mendez

Intro
C\(\text{sus2}\)

Verse
C | Em | Am | Dm | Em | Fm | G
---|----|----|----|----|----|----
12-12-12 | 12-10-10-12 | 10-12-10-12 | 12-10-12-12 | 12-10-12-12 | 12-12-12-12 | 12-12-12-12

Chorus
A\(\sharp\) | G | B\(\flat\) | A | D
---|----|-----|----|----
4-4-4-4 | 6-5-5-5 | 6-5-5-5 | 6-5-5-5 | 6-5-5-5

G | F | G | F | G | Am\(\flat\) | Bm | C\(\text{maj7\(\#11\)}\) | D\(\flat\)
---|----|----|----|----|-----|-----|-----|-----
3-3-3-3 | 7-8-9-8 | 9-10-8-10 | 8-8-9-10 | 7-10-8-7 | 8-7-7-7 | 7-7-7-7 | 7-7-7-7

G | F | Eb | D | Fm | Ab | G
---|----|----|----|----|----|----
8-8-8-8 | 6-5-5-3 | 10-12-10-12 | 13-13-13-13 | 12-12-12-12 | 15-15-15-15 | 12-12-12-12
